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. Inazuma Eleven Go. The.Giuseppe Zanotti Giuseppe Zanotti is an Italian shoe company and a subsidiary of the women's footwear company Antonio Cibielo. The company has four well-recognized styles of shoe, created for women by the Italian shoemaker, Giuseppe Zanotti. In addition to shoes, Giuseppe Zanotti produces handbags, including the iconic Mary Jane.
Company overview The company was established in 2004, and is based in Milan, Italy. The Giuseppe Zanotti women's shoe line comprises four styles: The Girl, the Woman, the Working Woman, and the Workday. The shoe line also includes a number of accessories, including clutches, wallets, and belts. Product line References External links Category:Shoe companies of
Italy Category:Shoe brands Category:Clothing companies of Italy Category:Clothing brands of Italy Category:Italian brandsThe Really Big Break The Really Big Break (2005) is a documentary film directed by The Big Year'''s executive producer Jay Alix and produced by Don Lake and Mark Wolfe. The documentary films broke new ground in televising an exotic birding
adventure with rare and elusive bird species in the United States and Central America. It was first aired on PBS (U.S. TV channel) on May 19, 2005 and subsequently aired on national British TV station BBC2. The film was presented as a three-part series and won the 2005 Emmy Award for outstanding wildlife program. The documentary was partially funded by National
Geographic Magazine and the production company of The Big Year'' TV show. The film explores the same avian field as the TV show. Special features Exclusive featurette with first-hand accounts of the filming. Category:Emmy Award for Outstanding Nature Program Category:2000s documentary films Category:2005 television films Category:American documentary
films Category:American films Category:American television films Category:Birding and birdwatching films Category:Documentary films about nature Category:Documentary films about women Category:English-language films Category:PBS original programming Category:Emmy Award-winning programsQ: Should we disallow questions about and as Wikis? We have
five questions specifically about wikis (at the moment, the latest is another about an image hosting service): Best
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